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Abstract. Magneto-optical imaging studies on a high-quality Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 single crystal 
partially patterned with a triangular array of holes reveal enhanced flux shielding in the 
patterned region of the sample. By mapping local magnetic field and shielding current density 
distributions at different applied magnetic fields and temperatures we determine the regime 
where pinning from the patterned holes dominates over the intrinsic pinning in the sample. In 
this regime, the flux density near the center of the patterned region is observed to increase 
when the applied field is varied from below the matching field to just above it, while 
significant magnetic field gradients are sustained in the patterned region. Our measurements 
indicate heterogeneous pinning properties of the vortex population, exhibiting signatures of 
both weak and strong pinning, in the nanopatterned region of the superconductor. 
1.  Introduction 
In pinning-free superconductors vortices are arranged in a well-ordered triangular Abrikosov vortex 
lattice configuration with a lattice period (inter-vortex separation) of 00 ~a B
φ , where φ0 is the 
magnetic flux quantum and B is the magnetic field. The competition and interplay between vortex - 
vortex interactions and vortex - pin interactions leads to metastable glassy vortex phases, like the well-
known Bragg glass and vortex glass [1,2,3] phases. In a superconductor dissipation arises due to 
normal cored vortices drifting under the influence of a Lorentz force acting on them whenever current 
is sent through the superconductor. From applications point of view enhancing pinning strength is 
important as it helps to strongly localize vortices. Strong localization of vortices enhances the 
threshold current value of a superconductor (viz., the critical current density) beyond which 
dissipation appears in the superconductor due to delocalized vortices. Recent studies on 
superconductors with array of holes with diameter of the size of the superconducting coherence length 
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suggest a different interesting mechanism of vortex localization. Popularly studied artificial pinning 
centers are antidots, which are cylindrical holes open at both ends patterned in a superconducting film. 
In the antidot array two different mechanisms of vortex pinning have been identified. One type is the 
pinning of interstitial vortices present in between the antidots when each antidot in the array is 
saturated with vortices. The strong localization of these interstitial vortices [4] is brought about by the 
nucleated interstitial vortex itself inducing a modulation of the superconducting order parameter 
within the interstitial mesoscopic superconducting patch. Recent studies on superconductors patterned 
with an array of blind holes (cylindrical holes open only on one end) have exhibited properties 
associated with significant enhancement in pinning [5,6,7,8]. The presence of periodicity in the 
artificially generated periodic pinning array induces another interesting effect. Superconductors with 
artificially generated periodic array of antidots show periodic enhancements in the pinning force 
experienced by the vortices as a function of applied magnetic field (H) [9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17]. 
The periodic enhancements are related to the inter-vortex separation (a0) becoming commensurate 
with the period (d) of the lattice of pins at integral multiples of the first matching field (Bϕ), where a0 ~ 
d, 00 2( ) ~B a d dφ
φ
= . As a function of the H a variety of different commensurate and incommensurate 
phases appear. 
In superconductors with a natural random distribution of pinning a well-known critical state exists 
viz., the Bean critical state [18]. The Bean critical state is an example of organization setting in a 
system out of equilibrium. An example of self-organized critical state is well known for sand-piles, 
wherein there is a critical slope of the sand-pile. The addition of sand to enhance the slope beyond this 
critical value leads to destabilizing the pile and the generation of an avalanche until the slope returns 
back to its critical value. The vortex configuration attained by increasing the field is not a system in 
equilibrium. The presence of pinning centers which localize vortices keeps the vortex configuration 
from achieving its ground state configuration. In superconductors with random distribution of pinning 
centers, when the applied field is increased from zero to a finite field value, the penetrating vortices 
organize themselves into a configuration with a gradient in density. The vortex density profile from 
the sample edge to the center has a critical slope akin to the sand-pile. The vortex density decreases 
from the edge to the center of the superconductor. The vortex density gradient from all the sample 
edges results in a nonzero curl of the local field B

∝ current density (J). According to the Bean critical 
state model the value of this shielding current density J is equal to the critical current density (Jc) of 
the superconductor (which is a measure of the pinning strength in the superconductor). The 
diamagnetic shielding currents lead to a uniform gradient in the magnetic field distribution across the 
superconductor. Thus external magnetic field sets up diamagnetic shielding currents which determine 
the magnetization response of the superconductor. The diamagnetic shielding currents set up in the 
superconductor are in turn related to field distribution in the superconductor which we investigate in 
this paper.  
In superconductors with periodic arrangement of pins, the Bean like state is expected to be 
modified as a result of a balance [19,20] between two opposing tendencies. One tendency is associated 
with forming an ordered arrangement of vortices commensurate with the periodic lattice of pins and 
thereby generating a uniform (gradientless) field distribution. The competing tendency favours a 
uniform constant gradient in the field distribution or a constant bulk critical current density in the 
superconductor. The competition between these tendencies leads to domains of vortices which are 
ordered around the periodic pinning sites. Unlike the antidots, blind holes are relatively weaker pins, 
where the vortex - blind hole interaction does not overwhelm the inter-vortex interaction inside the 
superconductor. In superconductors patterned with relatively weak pinning blind holes the inter-vortex 
and vortex – weak pin interactions are comparable in magnitudes. Thus such a system is potentially 
favourable to study a variety of different vortex configurations arising out of competition and interplay 
between the sample’s intrinsic pinning and the pinning from patterned blind holes. 
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In this paper we investigate a triangular array of blind holes patterned on a superconducting single 
crystal instead of thin films to ensure intrinsic pinning in the superconductor doesn't dominate the 
vortex pin interaction. Furthermore we restrict our study to low B < Bφ , viz., the dilute vortex density 
case to keep the inter-vortex interaction low. For this situation at first glance it may be expected that 
due to comparable inter-vortex and vortex - blind hole pin interaction, vortices will be uniformly 
distributed across the blind hole array with a uniform filling fraction of ~ B/ Bφ . In such a vortex 
configuration on an average only B/ Bφ of the total number of blind holes will be occupied with single 
vortices. In this work using Magneto-Optical Imaging (MOI) technique we image the nature of field 
distribution in the blind hole array patterned on a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 (BSCCO) single crystal. MO 
imaging of the magnetic flux distribution over the patterned region reveals enhanced flux shielding in 
the patterned region. We have mapped the local magnetic field and shielding current density 
distributions at different applied magnetic fields and temperatures. Using these we determine the 
regime where blind hole pinning dominates over the intrinsic pinning. In this regime, the effective 
local magnetic flux penetration field is found to be higher in the patterned region. It is observed that in 
this scenario, when the applied field is varied from below the matching field to just above it, the flux 
density near the center of the patterned region increases while significant magnetic field gradients are 
sustained in the patterned region. Our measurements indicate heterogeneous pinning properties of the 
vortex population in the nanopatterned region of the superconductor, with features suggestive of both 
weak pinning and strong pinning inside the patterned region. We suggest a simple model to explain 
features in our data, as well as compare our results with predictions from more rigorous recent 
theories, which are partially related to our work.  
2.  Experimental details 
2.1.  Sample preparation 
For our experiments we use a high-quality single crystal of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 (BSCCO) [5,21] of 
dimensions (0.8 × 0.5 × 0.03 mm3) and Tc = 90 K (figure 1(a)). The sample surface (‘ab’ plane of the 
single crystal) was milled using Focused Ion Beam (FIB) machine (dual beam FEI make Nova 600 
NanoLab) with a focused Ga ion beam (diameter ∼ 7 nm) to create a triangular array of circular blind 
holes covering an area of ∼ 40 µm × 40 µm. Figure 1(b) shows a magnified Scanning Electron 
Microscopic (SEM) image of the blind hole array. Mean diameter of the holes is 170 nm, mean center-
to-center spacing between the holes (d) is 350 nm (BSCCO penetration depth λab ∼ 200 nm for ‘ab’ 
crystal orientation) and depth of the holes is ∼ 500 nm (thickness of single crystal = 30 µm). For this 
blind hole array the matching field is 195 GBφ ≈ . 
2.2.  Magneto-Optical Imaging 
The sample was studied using a high-sensitivity magneto-optical imaging (MOI) technique [5,21,22]. 
In the MOI setup a sensitive CCD camera captures the Faraday light intensity distribution, I(x, y), 
across a superconductor placed in a constant applied magnetic field Hz (applied parallel to the c-axis of 
the single crystal). Linearly polarized light reflected off a Faraday active garnet film with a high 
Verdet constant (V) placed in close contact with the sample surface helps produce a distribution in the 
Faraday rotated light intensity reflected off different regions on the sample surface where there is a 
distribution in the local magnetic field Bz(x, y). Recall the Faraday rotation angle θ(x, y) ∝ VBz(x, y). 
The reflected Faraday rotated light intensity contains information of Bz(x, y) across the sample surface 
(Faraday rotated light intensity 2( , ) ( ( , ))zI x y B x y∝ , zˆ is an orientation perpendicular to the crystal 
surface which is the ab-plane of the single crystal). In our measurements we also perform differential 
MOI (DMOI) [23,24] wherein, differential Faraday rotated light intensity, δI(x, y), is captured in 
response to step increase in the H, δH = 1 Oe, (viz., δI(x, y) = <I(x, y) at H + δH > - < I(x, y) at H >, 
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where <..> represents averaging over n (= 20) images at each H). By measuring δI(x, y) in the DMOI 
images produced in response to a calibrated change in the H far away from the sample being 
investigated, we determine the local magnetic field changes δBz(x, y) across the superconductor 
produced in response to δH = 1 Oe. Here we emphasize that due to irreversible magnetization 
response within the nanopatterned region we do not repeatedly modulate δH about H, , which is unlike 
conventional DMOI technique [23,24]. 
 
 
Figure 1. (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the sample. The patterned 
region is the bright rectangular area (~ 40 µm × 40 µm) indicated by the arrow. (b) 
Magnified portion of the patterned region, showing the triangular array of blind holes of 
diameter 170 nm and with center to center hole spacing of 350 nm. Depth of the holes is 
~ 500 nm. The triangular array of holes correspond to a matching field Bφ = 195 G. (c) 
Conventional MO image of the zero field cooled sample (ZFC) at H = 198 Oe and T = 50 
K. The patterned region is the dark rectangular area indicated by the arrow. 
 
Figure 1(c) shows a conventional MO image showing the full sample to identify different features 
in such an image. This image was obtained at H = 198 Oe and T = 50 K after zero field cooling (ZFC) 
the sample. The contrast variations in the image represent changes in Bz(x, y) across the sample. In this 
MO image the nanopatterned region is readily identified by the square shaped region with dark 
contrast compared to the surrounding brighter contrast in the unpatterned regions of the sample. The 
darker contrast inside the patterned region represents a lower average <Bz(x, y)> inside the patterned 
region compared to the brighter contrast in the unpatterned regions. 
3.  Results and discussion 
3.1.  Local isothermal magnetization response 
We study the local isothermal magnetization (M(H)) response in different regions of the sample using 
conventional MOI (viz., we use conventional MOI to obtain the Bz(x, y) distribution in the sample 
without using δH modulation). The M(H) behaviour is deduced using 
4 ( ) ( [ ( , ) ] ) /z
A
M H B x y H dxdy Aπ = −∫ , where A is the area over which averaging is performed and the 
local field Bz(x, y) is determined from conventional MO images. Typically, A = 25 µm2. Figure 2 
shows M(H) curves for the nanopatterned region (red, squares) and the whole sample (bulk, using A = 
entire sample area (blue, circles)), at different T. Clearly, the local M(H) behaviour in the patterned 
region is significantly different from the bulk response at lower T, and at higher T the two 
magnetization responses merge with each other.  
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Figure 2. (a)-(h) M(H) curves obtained from MO images at different T as indicated in 
each panel. The blue curves (circles) represent M(H) response for the entire sample area. 
The red curves (squares) represent local M(H) response in the patterned region. Inset of 
(b) shows dM/dH vs. H plots at 50 K obtained from the M(H) curves shown in the main 
panel. The mean penetration fields for the patterned region and the bulk at 50 K are 
indicated in (b) by the dashed and dotted arrows, respectively. 
 
We further analyse the M(H) responses at 50 K. The dashed line in figure 2(b) identifies the location 
in the vicinity of which the slope of the bulk M(H) curve changes from linear behaviour. The field (H) 
up to which the linear M(H) behaviour is maintained identifies the lower critical field (Hc1) of the 
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superconductor. At H < Hc1 the local field Bz = 0 G inside the superconductor (Meissner state), due to 
which 4πM = - H (up to demagnetization factor), viz., a linear behaviour in M(H).  
At H > Hc1 the M(H) begins to deviate from the linear behaviour and the negative slope (dM/dH) 
which was at its maximum value below Hc1 begins to decrease. At a higher H the slope changes from 
negative to positive value as shown in dM/dH vs. H plots in inset of figure 2(b). At H > Hc1 the 
vortices begin penetrating into the superconductor, however they do not achieve a uniform 
distribution. There are gradients in the local vortex distribution and the center of the sample (or 
patterned region in our case) is free of vortices up to a field Hd. The regime where the dM/dH changes 
curvature helps us identify the location of the mean penetration field Hd ~ 40 Oe at 50 K where 
vortices have penetrated into the bulk of the unpatterned regions of the sample. By noting the 
deviation from linearity in M(H) the bulk Hc1 is estimated to be ~ 40 Oe (at 50 K), and it is found to be 
almost the same for the patterned region also. The local M(H) curve of the patterned region is also 
found to be linear up to the local Hc1 ~ 40 Oe (indicated by the black arrow in figure 2(b)). However 
the local magnetization curve for the patterned region shows enhanced diamagnetic response due to 
enhanced pinning compared to the unpatterned regions of the sample. This in turn indicates that the 
patterned region is associated with enhanced screening currents [18], which are stronger than those 
present in the unpatterned regions. However, even beyond 40 Oe, the deviation is from linearity is 
gradual and the M(H) response is strongly diamagnetic. The gradual deviation from linearity indicates 
that the flux has not penetrated fully up to the center of the patterned region. Above Hd, the 
diamagnetic magnetization response monotonically decreases with increasing H as the flux has 
reached the center of the superconducting region under consideration. The dotted arrow in figure 2(b) 
identifies the penetration field Hd ~ 150 Oe (determined from the dM/dH vs. H plot in inset of figure 
2(b)) at 50 K for the 25 µm2 area inside the patterned region as compared to a value ~ 40 Oe in the 
unpatterned regions of the sample. As d cH J∝  [18], the ratio of Hd at 50 K shows Jc of the patterned 
region is at least three to four times larger than that in the unpatterned regions. 
Note from figure 2 that with increasing T the mean penetration field Hd for the patterned region 
decreases from 150 Oe at 50 K to 72 Oe at 60 K. Hd for both curves are identical at higher T as the 
local and bulk magnetization responses merge with each other. From these observations, we can assert 
that the effective pinning strength of the patterned region is ~ 70 K. For T < 70 K, pinning from the 
patterned blind holes dominates over the intrinsic pinning of the sample (as observed in the enhanced 
flux shielding inside the patterned region in this regime). We note that at 60 K, local M(H) response of 
the patterned region indicates higher flux shielding inside the patterned region compared to the bulk of 
the sample and approaches the bulk M(H) curve at higher H. Hence, for further analysis, we choose 60 
K as the regime of interest. At 60 K the pinning properties of the patterned blind holes are prominent, 
while not being overwhelming, and the intrinsic pinning in the unpatterned regions of the sample are 
weakened. We further investigate local shielding response inside the patterned using DMOI. 
3.2.  Measurement of the local shielding response using DMOI 
We now investigate the nature of the field gradients inside the patterned region and how susceptible 
the gradients are to field changes. Shown in figures 3(c) and 3(d) are DMOI images of the patterned 
BSCCO sample. To aid in understanding the DMOI images in figures 3(c) and 3(d), we show two 
schematics in figures 3(a) and 3(b). The images at the bottom of the figures 3(a) and 3(b) show 
schematic DMOI images showing two regions with two different gray shades which correspond to a 
larger change (light gray) and a smaller change (dark gray) in Bz in response to field change δH = 1 
Oe, respectively. The main panels in figures 3(a) and 3(b) show two possible Bean like critical Bz(r) 
profiles across the white dashed line drawn in the insets of figures 3(a) and 3(b). In these figures, the 
black and red curves represent the Bz profile at H = 10 and H + δH = 11 (arb. units), respectively. In 
figure 3(a) main panel the difference between the Bz(r) profiles across the region marked unpatterned 
is larger than that in the region marked patterned. Therefore in a differential image where the contrast 
in the image is proportional to the difference in Bz at H and H + δH, one obtains a comparatively 
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darker contrast within the patterned region (cf. figure 2(a) inset). The situation is opposite in figure 
3(b). 
 
Figure 3. (a) and (b) main panels are schematics representing possible behaviour of Bz(r) 
profiles across the patterned region at applied fields H and H + δH (black and red curves, 
respectively) across a region corresponding to the white dashed line drawn in the 
respective insets. The insets of (a) and (b) show the schematic differential magneto-
optical image (DMOI) where the contrast difference in the image is obtained by taking the 
difference between the Bz(r) profiles at H and H + δH in the (a) and (b) main panels, 
respectively. The different shades of gray correspond to a larger difference (light gray) 
and a smaller difference (dark gray) in Bz(r) in response to δH = 1 Oe, respectively. (c) 
and (d) are actual DMOI images measured at 60 K with H = 72 and 204 Oe, respectively. 
(e) and (f) are the δBz(r) behaviour measured across the patterned region at 60 K at H = 
72 and 204 Oe, corresponding to (c) and (d), respectively. The patterned region is 
identified by the dashed vertical lines in (e) and (f). 
 
 Figures 3(c) and 3(d) shows actual experimental DMOI images of the patterned region of the sample 
captured at 60 K and H = 72 and 204 Oe, respectively. Figures 3(e) and 3(f) show the δBz(r) measured 
along the dashed lines in figures 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. We can see that by comparing figures 3(e) 
and 3(a), that the Bz(r) profile (viz., the vortex distribution) inside the patterned region doesn’t get 
significantly altered due to δH of 1 Oe when compared to the unpatterned regions of the sample. From 
figures 3(e) and 3(f) we observe that outside the patterned region the δBz(r) ≈ δH = 1 Oe, indicating 
nearly reversible response in these unpatterned regions of the sample. In comparison to figure 2(c), the 
situation changes quite dramatically at higher fields, e.g. at 204 Oe (cf. figures 3(d) and 3(f)). A 
comparison of figures 3(f) and 3(d) at 204 Oe shows significantly larger changes present in vortex 
density distribution inside the patterned region, leading to a bright contrast inside the patterned region 
in response to the δH modulation. From the conventional Bean model [18], as compared to field 
distribution at low H, at higher H the average Bz inside the superconductor is higher. Also, the gradient 
in the field distribution decreases w.r.t. gradient at lower H since the vortex distribution approaches 
closer to a uniform distribution with increasing inter-vortex interaction. Hence the brightening 
observed in figure 3(d) implies that at higher fields the vortex state inside the patterned region is 
approaching the expected behaviour in a weak pinning superconductor. Note that in the unpatterned 
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region of the superconductor as the sample is reversible with Bz ~ H hence the maximum δBz change 
expected in the local field will be of the order of δH. Note the appearance of bright contrast inside the 
patterned region in DMOI images begins only above 132 Oe. It appears that at low fields when the 
inter-vortex interaction is low and comparable with the vortex - blind hole pinning the dilute vortex 
configuration is quite stable.  
 
Figure 4. δBz(r) behaviour across the patterned region at various T above and below 60 
K. (a)-(b) 55 K, (c)-(d) 60 K, (e)-(f) 65 K and (g)-(h) 70 K, at different H as indicated in 
each panel. The patterned region is identified by the dashed vertical lines in (a)-(h). 
 
Figure 4 shows the δBz(r) measured across the patterned region in similar fashion as in figure 3 at 
different T above and below 60 K. As expected from the observations in figure 2, the δBz(r) profiles at 
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50 K and 55 K (< 60 K) (cf. figures 4(a)-(d)) follow similar trends of lower δBz inside the patterned 
region transforming to higher δBz as H is increased, as observed at 60 K (cf. figure 3). And at 65 K and 
70 K (> 60 K) (cf. figures 4(e)-(h)), the δBz inside the patterned region is seen to be almost 
indistinguishable from that outside it. By comparing figures 2, 3 and 4 we see that at each T near the 
local penetration field Hd for the patterned region the DMOI response (δBz) changes from small to 
larger values inside the patterned region in comparison changes in rest of the sample, i.e., δBz inside 
the patterned region changes from ~ 0 G to value greater than δH (the field modulation = 1 Oe). 
 
3.3.  Gradients in vortex density in the vicinity of the patterned region 
To further analyse the magnetization response, we obtain the variation of local field Bz(x, y) profile 
with H across the nanopatterned region determined from conventional MOI at different T. Figures 
5(a)-5(d) show maps of the Bz(x, y) (as deduced from MO measurements) in and around the patterned 
region shown with a resolution of 0.1 G at T = 60 K and H = 51, 96, 144, and 216 Oe, respectively. 
The patterned region is indicated by the dashed square in figure 5(d) for clarity. The scale bar beside 
each image represents the variation in Bz(x, y) in the corresponding image. Note that the intensities 
(contrast) in a conventional MO image represent variations in the distribution of Bz, unlike a DMOI 
image in which the intensities represent variations in δBz produced in response to a H modulation (cf. 
discussion on MOI technique in section 2.2).We note that in each image, the lowest Bz value (darkest) 
is observed near the center of the patterned region, and highest Bz value (brightest) is observed outside 
its periphery. Figure 5(e) shows Bz(r) profiles across the patterned region (along the dashed line shown 
in figure 5(a)) at 60 K, at different H as indicated along the profiles. The vertical dashed lines in figure 
5(e) indicate the boundaries of the patterned region. It is observed that as H is increased; significant 
gradients (slope) in the Bz profile start developing across the patterned region.  
 
Figure 5. (a)-(d) Contour maps of the Bz(x, y) distribution in a ~ 80 µm × 80 µm region around 
the patterned region at 60 K and H = 51, 96, 144 and 216 Oe, respectively. The patterned region 
is indicated by the dashed square in (d) for clarity. (e) Bz(r) profiles across the patterned region 
along the dashed line shown in (a), at 60 K at different H as indicated on the figure. The 
patterned region is identified by the dashed vertical lines in (e). 
 
 
The presence of significant large gradients around the patterned region suggests that any change in 
Bz inside the patterned region in response to a change in H is shielded by the patterned region. This is 
consistent with what has been discussed previously in context of figures 2 and 3. However, from the 
scale bars, it is noted that at H < and close to Bφ, the local Bz inside the patterned region is non-zero 
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and it increases with H. This indicates that the patterned region does not completely shield magnetic 
field changes even at lower H. Note that the Bz(r) data figure 5(e) corresponds to the particular line 
along which the profile has been obtained. However the same might not be the case along all the 
directions of the patterned area, as clearly from the images in figures 5(a)-5(d) Bz distribution across 
the patterned region is not uniform (cf. the contrast variation along the boundary of the patterned 
region indicated by the dashed square in figure 5(d)). At 60 K, the gradients in the Bz profiles remain 
almost unchanged for higher H (> Bφ) and are sustained up to the maximum H applied in our 
experiments. From the above observations, we conclude that the nanopatterned region is characterized 
by an unusual heterogeneous pinning response. On one hand it exhibits characteristics of strong 
pinning, with significant gradients in Bz being sustained near the periphery (cf. figure 5), while local Bz 
increases with relative ease with increase in H near the center (cf. figures 3 and 5), which is 
characteristic of weak pinning. 
3.4.  Mapping the distribution of shielding currents 
By numerically inverting the field distribution [25,26] measured across the patterned region using 
MOI we determine the absolute value of the screening current distribution |j(r)| inside the patterned 
region at 60 K. Figures 6(a)-6(d) show maps of the |j(r)| distribution in and around the patterned 
region. 
 
Figure 6. (a)-(d) Contour maps of the |j(r)| distribution, obtained from the Bz(x, y) distribution, in 
a ~ 80 µm × 80 µm region around the patterned region at 60 K and H = 51, 96, 144 and 216 Oe, 
respectively. The patterned region is indicated by the dashed square in (d) for clarity. (e)-(j) |j(r)| 
profiles across the patterned region along the dashed line shown in (a), at 60 K at different H as 
indicated on the figure. The patterned region is identified by the dashed vertical lines in (e)-(j). 
 
The patterned region is indicated by the dashed square in figure 6(d) for clarity. The graphs in 
figures 6(e)-(j) show the |j(r)| profiles along the dashed line (cf. figure 6(a)) at different H. The scale 
bar along each image in (a) to (d) indicates the range of |j| in the corresponding image (in units of 104 
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A/cm2). At H = 51 Oe, (cf. figure 6(a)) large |j(r)| around the periphery of the patterned region 
(indicated by the bright contrast in these regions) is observed. This corresponds to these regions 
possessing relatively high gradients in Bz(r). Far outside the patterned region |j(r)| is almost zero 
(indicated by the dark contrast in these regions), indicating that Bz(r) distribution in the unpatterned 
regions of the sample is almost constant. As H is increased, |j(r)| at the boundary of the patterned 
region increases, as indicated by the appearance of bright contrast over larger regions, and also higher 
value corresponding to the bright contrast in figures 6(b)-6(d). Also note that the |j(r)| distribution is 
not uniform across the patterned region. At 51 Oe, larger |j(r)| is observed along the lower right edge 
of the patterned region, whereas at higher H, larger |j(r)|is observed along the upper right edge. These 
features are also seen in the |j(r)| profiles in figures 6(e)-(j). At 51 Oe (cf. figure 6(e)), |j(r)| near the 
right edge of the patterned region is higher than the left edge. Subsequently at higher H (cf. figures 
6(f)-(j)), the overall |j(r)| values near the periphery of the patterned region are enhanced and the large 
|j(r)| values are sustained at higher H. These observations are consistent with those in figure 5 above as 
gradients in Bz(r) are proportional to j(r) [18] (Note that |j(r)| represents the absolute value only, and 
not the sign of j). 
 
3.5.  Heterogeneous pinning in the patterned region 
As discussed above, we observed in figures 3-6 that with increasing H there is an increase in Bz near 
the center of the patterned region while large gradients near the periphery of the patterned region are 
sustained. Bz(r) and |j(r)| distributions inside the nanopatterned region are also seen to vary non-
uniformly across the patterned region (cf. figures 5 and 6) at low H. These results suggest that the 
vortex population inside the nanopatterned region of the sample exhibits signatures associated either 
with weak or strong pinning viz., a heterogeneous pinning response at low H below Bφ. We believe 
that the heterogeneous pinning response indicates an unusual distribution of vortices inside the 
patterned region, contrary to the expectation that at H < Bφ vortices are mostly pinned on blind holes.  
In the absence of a general model which allows a direct comparison with the peculiar nature of 
field gradients and current distribution determined in our nanopatterned pinning array study 
(specifically in the specific H-T regime we investigate), we present a speculative one dimensional 
microscopic model. The proposed microscopic model is a simplified one dimensional model which is 
similar to a 1-d model proposed to understand general features commensurate incommensurate states 
in condensed matter systems [27]. We adapt this model [27] to describe a one dimensional distribution 
of vortices over a one dimensional periodic array of pins (cf. figure 7(a)). In its present form the model 
helps make qualitative connections with the data. The model presently lacks rigor for direct 
quantitative comparisons with maps of field distributions over a pinning array in effectively two 
dimensions. We hope future work will help evolve the model allowing for more quantitative 
comparisons with actual data. Infact a recent theoretical study [20] has considered the peculiarities of 
the vortex distribution in mesoscopic superconductors with correlated pins. While this study [20] 
doesn’t directly allow for a direct quantitative comparison with the gradients we measure however 
there are interesting inferences one can draw from this work which we will discuss subsequently.  
Returning back to the model we propose: In this periodic configuration of pins the vortices are 
expected to separate into a commensurate - incommensurate (CI) vortex state as shown in figure 7(a). 
The vortices are represented as red circles and the periodic pinning potential created by periodic array 
of pins (or patterned holes as in our experiment) as a solid wavy line. If the periodic pinning potential 
has a periodicity b, then the vortex location in the CI phase at the nth pinning site is described in terms 
of the inter-pin distance b by a phase term [27] nϕ , 
2
n nx nb b
π ϕ= + . In a continuum limit by 
considering x as a continuous variable one can write a differential equation for ϕ(x) [27]. The one 
dimensional differential equation has a Solitonic solution for ϕ(x). We describe the generation of an 
incommensurate vortex state separating the commensurate vortex phase as a domain wall (DW) in 
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terms of the Solitonic solution [27] with the phase ϕ(x) behaving as )][exp(tan)( 1 xx −∝ϕ . The 
phase, ϕ(x) changes from 0 to 2π from left to right across the domain wall as shown in figure 7(b) as 
per )][exp(tan)( 1 xx −∝ϕ  (note, ϕ(-x) is an equally possible solution, with the ϕ(x) changing from 0 
to 2π from right to left). Thus the incommensurate region in the vortex state is identified with the 
nucleation of a Domain wall in the system as shown in figures 7(a) and 7(b).  
 
 
Figure 7. (a) A schematic representation of commensurate – incommensurate (CI) phase of vortices 
(represented as red circles) on a periodic pinning force background (black solid lines). (b) The 
behaviour of the phase ϕ(x) describing the domain wall (DW) a CI phase, (c) Current distribution 
profile associated with multiple domains walls (JDW) in the one dimensional model. (d) Current density 
profile J(x)=JDW(x)JB(x). For comparison we show the Bean current density profile JB(x). In the inset 
we show the 
0
( ) ( )
x
B x J x dx= ∫  behaviour calculated numerically from the J(x). The location of breaks 
in slope of B(x) is indicated by arrows. In the graphs shown, w represents the width of the patterned 
region from its center. 
 
From figure 7(a) it is clear that across the DW, viz., in the incommensurate region, there will be a 
change in the density of vortices and hence a magnetic field gradient will develop in this region 
compared to the region where there is a commensurate phase (the local field distribution here will be 
is uniform). We propose the behaviour of the vortex density, as one moves from the commensurate to 
the incommensurate region in figure 7(a), can be modelled as the vortex number density behaving as 
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ρ[x] = ( ) (1 [ ( )])incomx nb c Cos xδ φ− + − where the δ(x-nb) represents a delta function for the number 
density at each pin site in the commensurate region and cincom is a positive constant and the term gives 
the extent of change in number density in the incommensurate DW region. In the incommensurate 
region the factor (1-Cos[ϕ(x)]) is zero near the edges of the DW or the incommensurate region where 
ϕ(x) = 0 or 2π and is maximum near the center where ϕ(x) = π.  
We now attempt to estimate the slope of the local vortex density at a given point inside DW: 
Across the DW the density of vortices changes. The incommensurate DW region is characterised by 
change in ϕ, therefore around a given value of ϕ(x) we estimate the local slope of ϕ(x) and hence the 
changes in vortex density. For an infinitesimal δϕ increment in ϕ at a point inside DW, corresponds to 
an incremental change in (1-Cos[ϕ(x)]) ~ 2ϕ(x)δϕ. This in turn leads to a change in local vortex 
density at a point inside the DW, by an amount δρ[x] ~ ( )incomc xφ δφ . Note as in general B[x] = φ0ρ[x] 
is valid, therefore from this 1-D model one may determine the Bean like currents associated with local 
changes in gradients using dB/dx ∝ dρ/dx. From the above discussion one can find that the local 
current density at a location inside a domain wall (JDW) by 
1( ) {tan [exp( )]}DW
dB d x dJ x
dx dx dx
ϕ −∝ ∝ ∝ (here we have considered the dominant contribution to 
Bean critical current as coming from the DW region).  
Above we have considered only one DW, next we consider multiple domain walls which can be 
excited in this system. We model the current density associated with equally spaced multiple domain 
walls as  
   1( ) { tan [exp( )]}DW
k
dJ x x k
dx
−∝ −∑     (1) 
where k is an integer index identifying the location of a domain wall. For multiple domain walls in this 
1-D model the JDW is shown in figure 7(c), where the different peaks located with arrows are 
associated with current peaks at domain walls at the location index k. If the domain walls are 
reasonably well separated then the modulation in JDW is much larger as compared to that shown in 
figure 7(c). Apart from JDW, inside the patterned region there is an overall Bean current density profile 
which is of a well-known form obtained from the modified Bean profile [28] 
    1
2 2
( ) tanB
xJ x
w x
−  ∝  
− 
    (2) 
where w is half the width of the patterned region. Using equations (1) and (2), we get overall current 
density profile inside the patterned region as  
  





−
×






−∝ −−∑ 22
11 tan)][exp(tan)(
xw
xkx
dx
dxJ
k
   (3) 
 
 as the overall Bean current density profile modulated by the domain wall current profile (JDW). The 
behaviour of J(x) is shown in figure 7(d) along with the behaviour of JB (x) also shown on the same 
plot for comparison (note in figure 7(d), w represents the sample width, and we plot the behaviour for 
only half the sample). It is clear from figure 7(d) that the current profile inside the patterned region 
gets modulated by the presence of multiple domain walls and the current profile appears uneven and 
rides above the Bean profile. Note from figure 7(d) that the J(x) appears higher than the conventional 
Bean like JB(x). The reason for this is that we have considered very closely spaced domain walls due 
to which there is a significant overall contribution of the currents from the domain walls in the J(x) 
expression and therefore the average current density increases. By considering sufficiently well spaced 
out DW's the above feature does not appear. From the above model, it appears at the location of a 
domain wall there is a peak in the current density J(x).  
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Using equation (3), we calculate the behaviour of the magnetic field profile B(x) in the one 
dimensional system, by numerically integrating, ( ) ( )B x J x dx∝ ∫ . The behaviour of B(x) is shown in 
figure 7(d) inset. As expected the peaks in the J(x) naturally produce breaks in the slope of the 
magnetic field distribution B(x) (cf. location of arrows in figure 7(d) inset). From figure 7(d) it can be 
summarized that while the breaks in slope of B(x) due to DW is less easy to discern, their evidence in 
J(x) behaviour is seen more strongly. Due to the presence of domain walls inside the patterned region 
there is a distribution of current densities inside the patterned region and the Bean like profile gets 
modified. The above is characteristic of heterogeneous pinning properties which can be found due to 
CI transition in the vortex state in the presence of nanopatterned pinning array.  
Based on the above calculations, the heterogeneous pinning inside the patterned region may arise 
from domain wall boundaries excited in the vortex configuration inside the nanopatterned region of 
the sample. A detailed recent theoretical study [20] also suggests a nested domain like structure for the 
vortex configuration within a mesoscopic superconductor with correlated pinning centers. The study 
also showed a domain like structure with a hierarchical organization of vortices over pinning centers. 
Each domain is associated with different filling fractions. Such a multi-domain like vortex 
configuration described in the theoretical study [20] may also exhibit a heterogeneous pinning 
character. In one of our recent detailed studies, [29] detailed maps of the shielding current distribution 
inside the patterned region upon reducing the applied field from a high field value suggest regions 
with different critical currents co-habiting within the patterned region, which supports the recent 
theoretical scenario of vortex phase separation [20] inside the patterned region. The above scenarios 
pave the way for future investigations into the peculiarities of the vortex configurations possible inside 
the nanopatterned regions and also ways to enhance pinning. 
 
 
4.  Conclusion 
In conclusion in a BSCCO single crystal patterned with a periodically spaced blind hole array we have 
identified signatures of enhanced flux shielding and heterogeneous pinning response of the vortex 
configuration inside the patterned region at low H below Bφ. We have identified the regime where the 
pinning from the blind hole array dominates over the intrinsic pinning in the sample and shown that in 
this regime, large field gradients are sustained near the periphery of the patterned region while at the 
same time flux density near the center of the patterned region increases with increasing H. The 
distribution of local field gradients and shielding current density across the patterned region is also 
found to be non-uniform in the dilute vortex density regime of our measurements. We believe our 
work paves the way for future explorations into the nature of vortex configurations possible in 
nanopatterned systems. 
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